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Overview

Call Number: PC0096
Creator: Castillo, Steve.
Title: Stanford reunion 2001 photographs
Dates: 2001
Physical Description: 1 Linear feet (1100 photonegatives)
Physical Description: 1 optical disc (PhotoCD) (1100 photographs)
Summary: Images taken by photographer Steve Castillo of events and people during class reunions at Stanford University in the fall of 2001. Class reunions are celebrated every 5 years; these classes are those ending in 1 or 6 (1951, 1956, 1966, 1981, etc.).
Language(s): The materials are in English.
Repository: Department of Special Collections and University Archives
Green Library
557 Escondido Mall
Stanford, CA 94305-6064
Email: specialcollections@stanford.edu
Phone: (650) 725-1022
URL: http://library.stanford.edu/spc
Administrative transfer, 2002.

Information about Access
reproduction requires permission of Steve Castillo.
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Restrictions also apply to digital representations of the original materials. Use of digital files is restricted to research and educational purposes.
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Description of the Collection
Images taken by photographer Steve Castillo of events and people during class reunions at Stanford University in the fall of 2001. Class reunions are celebrated every 5 years; these classes are those ending in 1 or 6 (1951, 1956, 1966, 1981, etc.).

Access Terms
Castillo, Steve.
Stanford Alumni Association
Photonegatives

Photographs
Photographs

Box 1 89086 **Individuals, 10/11**

Scope and Content Note
Janet Vogelzang ('81) and sons Wyatt Vogelzang, Will Cliggett
Jean Kitaji, Dave Velasquez '71
Anne Dick Santa, Nanette Gantrell, Sally Bellows, Wendy Ball Blanton '71
Shirley & George Mooers '51
Neil Blair '86, Michelle, Eric & Sarah
Tammy Svoboda, Adria Miller (Millen?) '81; Dave Diestel, Carolie '56
Bob Ohrenschall & Sue, Ralph & Carol Brigham '51
Bill Riedeman, Kate Butler '51
Richard Snyder, Dale Snyder, Margaret Pottenger '51
Lon Israel, Mary Israel, Gee Gee, Anderson Lenhart '51
Den Kennedy, Alan MacPherson '56
Grace & Carl Smith '56
'41 class on back of golf cart
John Kim, Caitlin Liu, Raoul Mowatt '91
Alissa Keny-Guyer, Charlotte Perry/Maggie, Julie Bryan Maack, Sarah Vashall Nelson '81

Box 1 89087 **Round Table Forum; registration 10/12**

Box 1 89088 **Science Fair & [illegible] 10/13**

Box 1 89089-89090 **Alumni Center, 10/13**

Box 1 89091 **Class of ’51 panel; Class of ’76, ’86, 10/12**

Box 1 89092 **Volunteers, 10/13**

Box 1 89093 **Class Panel ’66; ’81; ’51 10/12**

Box 1 89094 **Hoover House and ’51 party, 10/12**

Box 1 89095 **Volunteers 10/13**

Box 1 89096 **Class of ’76, ’81, 10/12**

Box 1 89097-89100 **Dinner on Quad, 10/11**

Box 1 89101 **Tailgates, 10/13**

Box 1 89102 **Hoover House, 10/12**

Box 1 89103 **Chair reception; Quad event for H&S**

Box 1 89104 **Frost/Class Lunch; ’66 Class panel, 10/12**

Box 1 89105 **Tailgate and Alumni Center, 10/13**

Box 1 89106 **Alumni Center, 10/13**

Box 1 89107 **Science Fair; ’91 tailgate; ’86 class photo, 10/13**

Box 1 89108 **Chairs reception; Homecoming 2001**

Box 1 89109 **Hoover House, 10/12**

Box 1 89110 **Class of ’86 and ’96, 10/12**

Box 1 89111 **Hoover 10/12 (TSF Reception)**

Box 1 89112 **Individuals from classes ’41, ’51, ’56, 10/11**

Scope and Content Note
Bradley Ritter, Sherman Mellinkoff, Jim Farquharson '41
Jean Baker Hopkins, Tadd Hopkins, Phil Goodrich, Susan Goodrich '51
Al & Mary Jan Cheney '56
Jerry & Connie Angove, Bill & Joanne Travers '56
Dave Elliott with Leslie '51
Marcia Wagner '56 and Hap '57
Karen Reid, Christina Dickenson, Laurie Reid, Jim Reid '56
Bob & Barbara Crawford, Paul "Red" Fay Jr. '41
Dave Starkweather, Faye Starkweather, Steve Docter '56
Alissa Keny-Guyer, Julie Bryan Maack '81
Justin Olah, Cindy Olah, Ron Olah ('81), Kaitlyn Olah
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Box 1

**89113 Individuals, 10/11**

**Scope and Content Note**

Andman Miller, Jeffry Neal, Jack Spanks, Lonnie Feldridge (all '91)

Steve Player '63, Jim Johnson '61, Mike Forster '61, Craig Ritchey '66

Jack and Mary Ann Blood '51

Thyra Tegner '56, Shari Gilbert Beebe '58, Fred Frye '56, Joy Brunner Frye '56

Rosalie Tine (?), John Hadley, Scott McCarthy, Susan Ficcadenti, Seb Ficcadenti (all '76)

Jody d'Assalenaux, Lou d'Assalenaux '51

Ronald Rebholz on computer

Marc Hopwood, Bart Barissa (?) '66

Anthony Jean Brown, Jack & Sally Nisbet '51

Jo and Vic Casebolt '56

Ann Poulson, Bob Nielsen, Mariann Nielsen, Wes Poulson '51

Sandra & Joe Gordon '61

Joan & Connie Vaughn '66

Amy & Eric Strandberg, Katie & Evan (?) '76

Gwenn & Bob Fess '46

Box 2

**89114 Hoover House 10/12**

**89115 Registration; Frost - class lunch, 10/12**

**89116 Tailgates, 10/13**

**Photographs**

Physical Description: 1 optical disc(s) (PhotoCD)

**Film negatives for images on Photo-CD**